true that once you begin you can never go back. I know Matrix 5 will change anyone that reads it even if they don't comprehend or understand. I really look forward to the rest of my life so to say no matter what happens."

Editor Note: (Comments below are excellent. Loneliness, after spiraling out with the info in Matrix V, is one of the rocks near the END of the rocky road. Since you accept leaving the Game, you’ve overcome most of the rocks. Now it's time to test your dedication to what you've now learned. Can you incorporate what is given (that you need/want) into your life? If it's only an intellectual thing, you have far to go, but will go that way either later on or in another incarnation. The Narrative Author, Nov 2001)

"There were two big things that came into my life as a result of Matrix V - loneliness, and responsibility. Loneliness (although I have plenty of 'people' around) is not new to me, (or, I would guess, to most of the people on this forum) but this is a different kind of loneliness in that 'meaningful' conversations with everyday people becomes tedious and 'meaning-less'. (unless humor can be brought into it! - I find the two extremes very satisfying - either a conversation in which something new can be learned or given, or just a bloody good laugh just for laughter's sake - I would rather peel my eyeballs than engage in small-talk). I often sit and marvel at the genius of the 'game' when listening to intelligent, articulate and philosophically astute friends opine their theories with well-rehearsed ardor (if I can stand it that long)- to the point of mesmerizing their close audience - BECAUSE it is blindingly obvious they simply do not 'get it' - the blinkers are too high and wide and dense. And what is even more fascinating is how their audience is readily 'taken in' by it. A few grand gestures and a well-placed 'I think...' or 'I believe....' and the audience is hooked. Matrix V says a great deal about the 'beliefs' and the belief-system territories give an excellent example of this human folly. This is the lonely part - but can be fascinating. The responsibility part comes with not only how one handles the information; but also, how one uses the information. Human (3D) nature being what it is, many people would have hidden agendas or motivations for either being involved with the Matrix V information, or for using it to satisfy their egos (hence the body-id based "longing to be a Final Incarnation" - and then let everyone know about it). Also, as The Author stated many times about 'pushing the information to one side if it's too much', many people cannot take the responsibility to themselves to admit that some new information or other is too much at that time (hence we had our synchronous journeys to this information which came along when ready) and in personal conversations with people when this material is brought to the surface, it is easier for the listener to dismiss your information outright if they can't handle it, than to just put the book to one side. The human contact thing really upsets some people whereas the book is a lot less intimidating. I'm aware that I'm beginning to ramble now, but I just wanted to think but loud and share some thoughts with you all. So, on a last note (and trying to stick to the title of this thread) I wouldn't say that there's a Challenge 'beyond' Matrix V as such, as I think the information is part of us on many levels and therefore gets to evolve and grow as we do - and WITH us. It's not like we can read the book a few times and put it down and say 'ok I've learnt that lot, what's next?'.

"It was my experience before reading Matrix V that I would be subjected to the same alienation, loneliness and general disassociation that I have experienced during my reading of the material. The real divergence in experience for me, has been that now I more fully understand why. This has made all of the difference. I had read a few light-sided texts and channels on my path to Matrix V and felt even more the outsider. I would find bright and promising friends who knew that something was amiss here on Earth. Slowly I would watch as they would then proceed to construct a whole new set of boxes to fit themselves in.
Subsequently they would fall out of my life and I would be alone again. Each time having their judgment that I was "Dark" linger. I had to be dark because I wasn't buying into the new set of dogma ... Also there are the unfolding gifts of consciousness that I didn't have before Matrix V and have really tapped into. It is a blast sharpening these skills and allowing others to surface. Almost like the Christmas morning Gestalt. A mixed anticipation and glee of the unknown yet certain to be pleasant experiences awaiting."

"All or most of us who have found Matrix V have traveled many roads, with each road new experiences taking us further from what we have been brought up to believe as normal. The further that we have traveled the lonelier it becomes because we find ourselves out of sync with society in this world. When you think how many people are on this planet, with all the different belief systems, no matter where you go there is control. So it is any wonder that we, during the search for truth, should be surprised to find ourselves lonely and isolated. At the end of the day we are only responsible for ourselves. People, whether they are family, friends or others are only interested in their own life's agendas, and in the main only see what they are programmed to, most never think beyond what is considered normal life. It doesn't matter who they are to you, if your views don't concur with their ideas and lifestyle, you ultimately find that they are uncomfortable around you. They are where they are meant to be, just as I am, and that's the way it is. Because of the changed mind-set, and seeing the world the way it really is, on the one hand is the euphoria in finding the answers to the most important questions in one's life. The other is the loneliness, because looking around you there is no one to talk to, or share this with, because no one is on the same wavelength. That's why this specific forum is so unique, because each of us can share experiences with other like-minded people. I have always agreed with the saying that anything worth having is not easy to get, and anything easy to get is usually not worth having. Coming into contact with the information in Matrix V has taken many years of searching, yet these years have taught me so much because without the knowledge that I have acquired during this time, I would not have understood or been ready for what Matrix V has taught me. There is a reason for situations we find ourselves in and everything that we do, although this may not always be clear or apparent to us at the time."

"I've been following the Matrix publications since the early 90's. Began reading Matrix V in June. I've noticed that it pushes buttons in my friends who claim to be very spiritual."

"First of all, let me tell you my life changed in every way after reading Matrix V. It made me doubt everything in my already doubtful life full of questions in search of the truth. Religion and control have always been a real repellent to me - thanks to myself for evolving this far. I think Matrix V is the true last step you have to overcome to be able to really spiral out. The most difficult step will be to digest this information and be able to control it instead of it letting control you. This information has the tendency to sweep you of your feet - and you will have to crawl back up. But when you do succeed - they won't be able tonock you down again."

"I have found M5 very helpful in clarifying things I have known, felt, thought, and been confused by. I have 3 teenage boys that have helped me live and refine my Truth. I am in a dominant incarnation and see no "problem" with any of my choices. I have always known the presence of my higher self, even though I didn't always have that word as a reference. Having children is an experience. What is gained is up to the incarnations having the experience. Having children has been a great opportunity for me to find out the nuances of living the universal laws. It has also given me the opportunity to learn the difference
between body and spiritual stimulus. I allow the spirits inhabiting the young bodies the same opportunities."

"I had a child 6 years ago, just one. I got M5 on November 2nd 2001, I can't put it down, when I'm not reading it I am constantly thinking about it and see everything around me with M5 eyes! I agree with it so far. M5 is the first time I've read about manipulative females, breeding and the DNA commands installed by the meddlers and that Earthers have only 2 strands of DNA left after the original 12 strands had been mutilated. Anyway, while reading I was becoming concerned that I'd bred and becoming over-concerned with wanting to know whether I am a final, dominant or very advanced. I've been on the excellent rocky road since I was 10 and began a dedicated spiritual path about 5 years ago."

"In 1996, I found a book that started my conscious connection back to my Higher Self. I left The Game gradually in 1997 and 1998. Still on the rocky road. Three days ago I received M5, I'm on page 144. I recognize, understand and agree with it so far. What was brand new to me though is the female thing. Some of it was difficult to read but it is all true, I can see it in every female I know and the one I used to be. Even the "spiritual" females now appear more more likely light-siders than Awakened. In fact, they try to manipulate other females too. I find it difficult to interact with those stuck in programmed responses and their failure to look deeper. I gave up social life and shopping for anything other than food 3 years ago and am most pleased with the inner results."

"Matrix V is not something one can just read and then place on the bookcase when finished. This knowledge is SINGULARLY the most important issue on this density, where upon coming into contact with this information, turns life upside down, inside out. In effect like the film 'The Matrix'. Once this knowledge is gained, your mindset is effectively out of the 3rd density Matrix, and there is no going back! Observing what's happening in the world, everything appears to be as it has always been. To watch television, read newspapers, listen to people discussing world affairs, this is all normal, yet with the changed mind-set, it is like watching a play, in which I am part of, yet not participating in - like before Matrix V. Now I find myself looking at events with new eyes, I expect the unexpected and think the unthinkable."

"I was on the path to understanding the game and it's myriad of ramifications when I was lead to Matrix V while looking to more fully override my body identification. I cannot agree enough to the change in perception while continuing to integrate this material. I knew there was a game before. I saw it all around me. I guess I knew just enough to keep me out of trouble. Matrix V has been the graduate course I was seeking. While reading it I have connected on a much deeper level with my higher self and every day this brings more talents to light."

"There are many novel insights presented in the narrative. The stuff about higher self and minion incarnations is an explanation I've never come across anywhere as to how we can suddenly have 6 billion "people" here on earth, when past populations have never approached that level. Perhaps it also suggests an explanation for how so many "people" can be such "sheep" in falling for the daily mind wash."

"I've just received M5, I've read the first 35 pages and feel different already - has further intensified focus of my observations of 3D, its very potent stuff, intuitively unquestionable. Love the meditation - thanks for that, beauty in simplicity, thanks I've been
searching for a straightforward method of connection to My Higher Self. There's far too many complicated methods around.

"When I first started reading my opinion was the the author was rude and arrogant. Now I realize how social niceties and light-siders waste our valuable time. Too many years I have been what people expected me to be and held myself back trying to be that perfect, loving image. I recognize that I am not a final or near final incarnation, but I love the information and sending it on to my Higher Self."

"I have just received the Matrix 5 and am only on about page 40, however I find myself reading ahead and am intrigued. I don't really have a question for you, but I just would like to say how many things make sense to me. Now I finally have the Matrix, I am reading it very slowly, rereading and doing a lot of thinking."

"On discovering the information within Matrix V - Life, as we have known it is changed forever for each of us who have come into contact with this material."

"Life during/after Matrix Five and subsequent shifts in creative focus: I have found that there is increased contrast with the few people I have allowed to stay in my life that are trying to pull me back into the game. Most are clients and a few sporadic family members. I am observing as they are pulled out of my life. As I align more clearly and with focus on being in direct and full connection with higher self I see that all vestiges remaining in the way of this flow will fall away. This happens perfectly and without effort."

"First off, a big thank you for your work in Matrix V. Every bit of it has struck a chord with me, and in many cases, you voiced and articulated sentiments and feelings I'd had and hadn't even really been aware of or how to state clearly. I've been on a search for information about life and the universe since around the time I was 13, and up until recently, most of the information I've been able to find has been light-sider, light-worker, new age, etc. There's been some useful info through all that shit but it's always been frustrating trying to weed out what applies and what's simply utter crap. Also, your book is wonderful because it's written from a human perspective"

"... I gained something that I've never notice before, I gained the ability to know when my body is speaking and when my SPIRIT is doing it. Never before had I been such aware of this... Just my experience on how matrix 5 changed my day-to-day life..."

"I received my copy of M5 today. Thank you!! Yes, I am already beginning to see and feel differently.... Thank you for presenting the possibilities."

"Reading the material is so life changing, in that if you are ready for this knowledge, then this life's experience is irrevocable changed, you can never go back to what you believed prior to accessing this information. There is only one way to go and that way is forward. I feel that in MV the Author explained everything in an interesting, detailed, easy to read and understand format, and that is no easy feat!"

"I cannot thank you enough for your brilliant, honest and powerful work in Matrix V. Much of your material served as welcome confirmation to what I have known within since early childhood but never had very much "outside" validation of. This being so, your direct and often pointed and humorous approach added a very welcome dimension to the review. As
for the 'new to me stuff' WOW!! Mind blowing and so exciting. I have been reading and re-reading since late August and feel so alive. I have witnessed countless confirmations of the Orion female material and even recognized many patterns from my early experience and some still lingering now. The understanding of the DNA commands is essential to overcome these patterns, at least for me. I am almost saddened to see the infiltration of "Female Power" in countless movies and other forums of expression here. I am rather unplugged from the mainstream media and have been for about six years yet still see evidence daily of the obvious control being propagated. I am ever more focused on the new paradigm, and full connection with my higher self because of this invaluable material. For this gift words cannot explain both my gratitude and excitement. I could go on and on with this praise but sense you have no real use for it. Just know that your material is reaching many. Even those who on the surface appear to be Long Island housewives. I was working diligently on releasing residual female programming about how I looked, ate, spoke (I tend to swear like a sailor when I get excited:-) dressed at nauseum when I was prompted from within one afternoon to order the book. What a help. The thought forms on Long Island are so large and powerful surrounding all things of body consciousness. I was having a bit of a struggle. While reading Matrix V I giggled yet shuddered at having faced so many of the obstacles you mentioned with focus primarily to males (e.g., forced marriage before I was strong enough to say NO, the battle over my retaining my healing career and staying financially independent of my husband and most recently the battle of breeding which I have stood strong and refused to do; but not until I read your book did I fully understand why.) These concepts have all been pushed at the hands of my mother in law a dynamic that does not escape me, her control of my husband is the role generally played by wife... At any rate, your material has truly helped me to balance any of my remaining tendencies towards control et al via these DNA mechanisms which are fostered by the sleeping masses and their current puppeteers. Your mention of the Matrix movies axiom about anyone in the Matrix being an enemy to those trying to get out of the matrix is an example I have used many times. I have many questions that arose during my reading but will continue to put them to my higher self and wait to see if any remain gray or fuzzy enough for me to direct to you and your obvious experience. Your continued and forceful reminder to remain true to self and to stand strong on the path of discovery as well as your reminder of accepting where one is without comparing is all so beautiful and one of the things I most appreciated about your work. I have known for years how our beliefs and lenses as I call them create our reality here and I have been working to ascend above polarity consciousness this is yet another area your work proved to be both essential and perfect for. The Light-sider stuff was stunning me. I would see it for what it was, including a ploy by the dark-siders, but found little to support this outside of a gut theory until your work! Many a friend has passed out of my life because of their addiction to the Ascended Masters, Angels, God outside of self and the general "save me oh power outside of myself" game. Before reading this material I was staring to question if I was the only one who noticed this new age trap and felt the dark energy posing as light behind it. Alas now as my focus is now fostered I will attract beings of like mind and forge ahead in my own understanding. Yahoo. Thank you again sir for your brave, funny and most of all heart opening work. You have entered my list of top ten favorite artists causing shifts and ripples of consciousness with a bullet; perhaps even taking the number one spot to unseat the band Tool who's new album uses one of your terms "spiral out" often and well. I saw them twice last week at Madison Square Garden and oddly thought of you and that you might be a fan if you have yet to discover them. I believe based on the lyrical content and also visual focus that the band is a fan of Val's website or perhaps of Monroe's work, or just Higher self connection. I digress. With gratitude and admiration, Leslie
"Matrix V represents a natural progression for dominant/very advanced higher self incarnations."

"I have recently received Matrix 5 and have been steadily processing the information ever since. The material which you have presented is dynamic in the sense that it is so far beyond the average human consciousness that they could never hope to comprehend even a hint of the material."

"Not long after I received and started reading Matrix V, I also became successful with astral projection. The author is so right. OBSERVE just OBSERVE! --- IT'S ALL ABOUT THE EXPERIENCE!"

"Matrix V is my favorite written material by far, ever published. What a breath of fresh air to read a cohesive journey through the game, it's rules and the possibilities of spiraling out. Previously I found so much Light- sided material that seemed to be fodder, just another set of Dogma, or exercises to keep the mind busy and looking outward rather than directing the seeker within."

"Let me make use of this occasion to say thanks for what you have done to my life. Without you, M5 and your prompt follow-up advice in this forum I would never be where I am right now. Since there might be an event taking place in the future that could destroy my body, I just wanted to make sure that I didn't forget to show my utmost respect for the things you have accomplished. Not only to me but probably to everyone who has been in contact with your material. At your advice I have read M5 and Bob's trilogy. And it has literally changed my world - not only the view, but also my participation in it. You have pushed me on the rocky road - which is a good thing - because right now it's already getting smoother and the results are definitely worth it. I'm able to see right through the Game and am ready to proceed to 'the next level'. Words do not suffice to describe what you have done for me and my Higher Self. Maybe I will get the chance later to thank you in person." 19 Sep 2001

"On reading Matrix 5 I have been through an amalgam of emotions, to read this information is so thought provoking that for me if I am not reading it at every opportunity then I am thinking about it. What the author talks about in MV just makes so much sense, no matter what situations we find ourselves in, it's all about the experience. Now to find out amongst other things our DNA has been tampered with, that religions, governments and all of it are to keep tight control of the slaves. Where have I been all my life? - up until now I have lived here on this earth, I see and I'm blind, I hear and I'm deaf to all that has been happening around me. I have no idea where I am situated regarding my higher self, what I do know is because of what the author has imparted, I am armed with the most powerful of all tools and that power is KNOWLEDGE! I also realize that having the information is wasted unless it is followed by actions that further one towards one's higher self. I feel as though I have been awakened and freed from the lie I have been living, I know my higher self is aware of this. Now my journey is beginning." 10 Sep 2001

"Thanks for this information! I have never thought about the meaning of my name since I've read Matrix V. But now it becomes totally clear. What I came to realize, again with this subject, is that the most obvious things which are right under your nose are the most difficult to detect!" 10 Sep 2001

"I have not yet read Matrix 5 but it is on order. From the other Matrix material I've read, I find that the more I study and comprehend it, the more my questions seem to be answered"
in my head even before they are fully typed out. "Very interesting!" 10 Sep 2001

"Matrix V has awakened my present incarnation to an entire new level" 9 Sep 2001

"Just received my Matrix V book yesterday and find it difficult to put it down. I'm sure there are others like myself out there who will share their thoughts and joys about this book." 8 Sep 2001

"I have read about 20% of Matrix V so far, and am enthusiastic about being able to discuss the material with other readers. Matrix V has a certain depth and ring of truth about it that is hard to find elsewhere." 1 Sep 2001

"Thank you for distributing the Matrix V material. It has been invaluable I have kept up with your work since I first began my "awakening" in 1992 (the precursor to that was me being ensnared by a glowing, transparent sphere in 1988 at age 18 still not quite sure of the significance or if you could provide any insight on that). Since that time I've read Matrix I, II, III, IV and now V (I also keep up w/your website material). The person who is writing the information for Advanced Incarnations is very aware. A major source of very advanced information during my "awakening" has been the Advanced Incarnation Material. I do realize the synchronicity within this existence and that I have come across this type of information because of who/what I truly am (Higher Self), thank you for everything. Your efforts are greatly appreciated by myself and many others. I wish you success in all that you do." 30 Aug 2001

"Thanks ... it's been an interesting transformation." 30 Aug 2001

"I have been reading your website for 18 solid hours ... can't tear myself away. What blows me away is that all the material you present is self-evident truth. I do not say this lightly...I am a 50 year old cynic/skeptic and a former religionist/idealist/lightworker/save-the-world-type with three marriages behind me, and I normally disagree with damn near everything I read or hear until I test it. So it is a shock to find absolutely nothing to disagree with in what you say, zero, zip. If anything, my entire life experience (and I have quite a bit, especially with women) totally validates everything you are saying! Amazing. May I say thank you and (I really hope this doesn't offend you,) bless you for what you are doing." 29 Aug 2001

"I have received the Matrix 5 book. I've only read the first 45 pages and have just those 45 pages totally eye opening in the most positive way imaginable!! Even the artwork feels familiar and right. I don't know how to fully express it. I am married, but I call the lady my friend as we are companions where sex is only an option and never held against each other. In fact, the marriage is all about companionship and the sharing of our spirits company FIRST AND FOREMOST. We have no children, and after 2-3 years may or may not. After reading the book, I will choose not to breed. I also feel she is at least an Dominant incarnate without the Orion evils. She's not possessive at the least, and full of spirit. I couldn't want a better companion. We both are beyond the sex, the marriage games, etc. Even though I'm considered quite attractive by the GAME, she is considered at best very cute, but it is her spirit I love as well as her. Yes, it's an experience, but we both realize this. Thank you for confirming what GAME rules were with marriage as it not only confirms what I've always known, but what I just happen upon. I will be in touch with my questions, and thank you for writing this book." 29 Aug 01
"It is amazing what you see, once you start opening your eyes. When I first started reading the posts about women on the trufax site, I had mixed feelings. I knew the author was right, but it still did not feel good to admit. I tried to force myself to make changes but I was not ready and it was not natural. Then when I read Matrix V, it just clicked and now I can see it clearly. I am a member of an e-mail list. One of the girls was talking about how we should "guide" (control) men and instruct them on the proper way to do certain things. I usually stay out of it, but it made me so mad that I had to tell her off! After witnessing my own reaction to the girl's post, I actually realize that I have been unconsciously changing. I never would have picked up on the control aspects of the comment before reading the Matrix. My relationship with my spouse is also evolving. Neither of us feel the need to force anything anymore (sex, convo, etc). I also learned to get mad or upset when he went out with the guys. It was all about control and trying to make sure he did things the way I wanted him too. I was scared that the guys would influence him more than I could. I do not feel that way anymore. I have also realized what I have gained from him. I really think that I was led to him. It was through him that I gained access to some of the more eye opening occurrences in my life (such as this). We have had convo's on our relationship and both agree that when we feel we no longer need to be together, we will peacefully stay friends and go our separate ways. Before, that scared me, but now it does not. I have been looking at my life and I feel that this is one of the happier times. Things seem to be falling in to place." (28 Aug 2001)

"One of the biggest things that MATRIX V explained for me is to be Happy with where you are in one's Incarnational Cycle. I think worrying if your Awakened or Not or a Dominant or a Middle Advanced shows one's Ego talking. Be Happy with where you are. If you read MATRIX V or have the book it seems one was able to connect to valuable information. Process what you can and chuck the rest if it doesn't resonate with you at the moment is what I do. Part of me would like to boast about how Final I am....but in the bigger picture thru reading MATRIX V, whatever level one is at, if you observe and learn and live the experiences one is faced in life with a sense of Humor and detachment, it really doesn't matter to me, as long as I am in the process of attempting to connect to my Higher Self and letting that info flow thru my life, I am not in competition with anyone. Enjoy have fun, don't feel guilty, and use the time you have for how you see it."

"... The MOST CLARIFYING BOOK I have ever read in this incarnation ... If you are searching for the truth, read & understand Matrix V."

"Many times in my life I could have been married. I am the one who always backed out. There would then follow a long period of self-condemnation, consisting of beating myself up for "being such a coward", etc. Yet, in spite of all the self-berating, that "still small voice" within would be resting quite comfortably with these decisions. This shows me the distinction between the status quo approval of the ego and the gentle urgings from my inner most self. This kind of inner battle has gone on most of my life. I know now that I don't have to do that any more because I am able to see it for what it is and which voice is really doing the talking. All my life I have been doing these kind of things. No more! Now I know why seeking the status quo would never work for me. Just quite maybe it was not suppose to work. Matrix V has cleared up the gay/lesbian issue for me completely as well as my own feelings of shame and degradation whenever I would question my own sexuality. Thank You for the info concerning the use of gold light. I have had many negative experiences while out of the body and the change in color should put a stop to it. Yes, I got "scared off" (as did your friend whom you did not see for a year and a half) and refused to meditate for years. So, I have the Astral Travel book on order, as out of body travel seems to me to not be a
good idea for the novice. When I found the excerpt for Matrix V on Val's site I experienced a rush of relief. I was glued to the page for two days. Finally an answer to what is going on. I don't have to be hard on myself as in the past. Matrix V is confirmation of this."

"I have had OOB'E since an early age and only recently in the last 4 years have broken out of a religious belief system and connected with my higher self. I have experienced a merging with my other incarnations as well as meeting my future self who has come to help me on a couple of occasions to get out of my body. When I was in the book store I saw the cover of Matrix V and immediately I recognized the artwork out of my own conscious memories. I didn't even have to pick the book up to know that it contained some very advanced truths, many of which I already know (although nice to see and confirm that there are others who are aware of it). I haven't even finished reading it. I've gotten about one fifth of the way through it. It's so very encouraging to meet other final incarnates who have woken up."

"I received Matrix 5 as a Fathers Day gift. What a book!"

"The information in Matrix V for advanced/final incarnations resonates with how I "feel". The information presented by the author is very "true" and much thanks is given to the author for taking the time to present the information "now". The specific information regarding genders/gender splits very clearly states the conflicts caused as a result of the gender split and I have noticed this for a long time and the Matrix V information brings things into even better focus. It is time to move past the bullshit and the agendas being pushed by the polarities (whether terrestrial or extraterrestrial) of this planet ("alien invasion", "aliens running the planet", "follow me I'll save you", "this group is right/this group is wrong", etc.). I am very aware that my true nature is unlimited and that through my experiences I will continue to access more of my "potential", which is unlimited."

"Matrix V and the Paradigm Books have given me a sense of personal power and excitement toward trying a more creative approach to life. If it is a game that will end, may as well try out some new ways of thinking and have some fun while we are here! Knowing that I don't need to ask questions to an external source is what I am working on presently. All of the answers I need can be received from my higher self, if I can learn to trust the information. I sometimes hesitate to contribute to this discussion, because of the fear of sounding stupid or getting criticised. I realise that this is an external focus rather than realising that I don't need validation from the outside."

"I am in the process of reading Matrix 5 and I love it. It is amazing how much of it is me. I am female, so for me to say that is stunning! I have been following the site for sometime now. I was raised pentecostal. Very strict. No pants, no make up, no music, go to church every day type of thing. Wasn't me. Went to college and joined an organization that woke me up and impacted my life like nothing else ever had. The organization talks about a lot of the stuff mentioned in the book and on the site, but I was tired of the games. The power struggles, lies, worship me, do as I say not as I do aspects of the organization got on my nerves. It was like looking for a diamond in a pile of coal. The information was right but what you had to go through to get it was ridiculous. So I started to pull away a little. discovered your web site, and have been enjoying it every since."

"I am finding the Matrix V material to be an excellent tool for me on my path. It is my deepest desire to fully and completely connect with my Higher Self, and to fully complete my personal mission for the good of my wholeness in this simultaneous lifetime. I want to thank you for your excellent works found within the Matrix V material!"
"Thanks for the astounding information. This is my second to the last incarnation so that may be why I resonate with it. Many bits and pieces of what ETs and other sources have said seem to hint at what you have on this page being true. I am ready to hear what’s written there, though much work remains for me to unload the flawed programming left and live life accordingly."

"The stuff is incredible. It’s all true. I always felt I should be with someone else that I was weird and people would think I was weird if I wasn’t married, dating etc... I was particularly shocked by the Sirian Orion conflict in regard to war on a mass level. My ego swells and shrinks it is not so solid. My fear is also not solid. Staying in light and dark is a trap. Judgment, superiority, war are the result. I do not want to be a part of this. I will be studying and researching this stuff further. P.S. This is not a new trip for me, just something I have been asking for."

"I recently came across your information and very quickly realized just how intrinsically in-tune I was with the messages and also the Handbooks for the new paradigm. I have been on a long search for this very material and have come across other materials that only contain a small portion of the truth you represent, but have lead me ultimately to this present direction. I have known these things deep inside me since I was 9 years old but have not been able to put it into words or understand that I wasn’t the one who was ‘strange’ or had ‘weird ideas’. I have struggled hard with my inner feelings about the deeper meaning of life as it conflicted with the ‘general view’ and the indoctrination of the system - I always knew there was something ‘very wrong’ with this holographic ‘reality’ and couldn’t quite put my finger on it. Thank you for allowing me to find you - your words are music to my ears and the message is so clear because I feel right at the core of me that you are putting into words what I always thought and felt."

"The truth of what you are presenting here is sinking in, and the longer I contemplate it, the clearer it becomes. Since first digesting this material a month ago, its been gestating within my consciousness and I am now seeing validation of its truth in my everyday life. Particularly in regards to dating and relationships, I have experienced all of the characteristics you lay out as the 'programming of the Orion DNA commands' in females firsthand, and its a pretty ugly scene. I have had continual friction with the opposite sex, particularly when it comes to ideology...If I am truthful about what I feel and see concerning trends such as 'feminism', the 'women's movement', the emerging totalitarian state, etc. I am ridiculed mercilessly as small minded and reactionary. Eventually, each potential relationship was thwarted by a decision by myself to be true to myself and stick to my values and what I know to be true. I have always valued freedom and wisdom above anything else. I am not an abrasive, bigoted 'chauvinistic' man. Quite the opposite."

"The material in Matrix V is at once shocking and ultimately freeing if you can let yourself go for the "reaction ride". I had some definite reaction to the "roughness" with which the author endeavored to communicate not only the truth about women and their programming, but also his very personal feelings about such. After letting all the reactions and arguments play out, I understood that it doesn’t matter. The author is very concise at conveying his message, it’s just a different frequency of communication. So after getting down to what is important, well, it’s the information no matter how it is presented. I realized that if the burning bush is speaking truth then I want to listen, even if it is a little hot."
14 Feb 2004

Hello Author,

Truthfully, my narrow minded/self-centered viewpoint caused me to fail to see the bigger picture and to attempt to use only my situation to generalize the description of mid-Advanced levels and below. I see better now, the need to be a good observer, and this is one more step to understanding that the whole progression thing is a process. It makes a lot of sense. The last segment was great for me. It was like information/understanding I needed but hadn’t asked for. I must say that this is a cool game, looking at it from some of the points of view in M5G. Learn the hard way, get help if you’re lucky/destined to... Thanks for all your help, both direct and indirect.

P.

February 22 2004

To The Author and Val:

“I wanted to give thanks to both yourself and Val for M5G. In addition to this, the continued update of the materials with post publication and observation segments. Since my original reading of M5G in May 03, my spiritual growth and perspective has accelerated at an exponential rate to the extent which I would not have been able to comprehend up to a month prior of the original reading. I am now through my 4th reading of the materials and re-reading all post publication and observation segments up until the present postings. I have bound these as companions to my copy of M5G which also assists in my studies of the materials.

My own experiences I would like to share with you since my original reading.

In a coordinated reply by both yourself and Val, via e-mail to me dated June 16 02 you stated that I would need to make some serious decisions on several levels. As you mentioned in this particular e-mail I would decide to dump my magazine project, which I have. I outlined in my final epilogue to readers that I was no longer interested in challenging and/or attempting to alter the game through Beachhead or any other means within my own personal experience. Obviously Beachhead was where I was at then and part of my journey. This particular e-mail in conjunction with M5G is the basis of me contacting you.

Shortly after my original reading of M5G I began to notice more sharply the polarities at work. This began in my own workplace. I [was] employed in an industry which was predominantly female and it was during these [first] few months [as I continued to read M5G and appreciated its sheer power] I observed the Orion DNA commands at work with regards to female dominance and male subservience. This sharpened my observation abilities being employed in such an industry. As time progressed and I studied the materials further, I immediately noticed I was being confronted with what you had discussed in several segments, as I was not subservient - being ignored, confronted for minor things, isolated and the like. Your segment "Changes In You" was one particular piece which I re-read many times over and helped me tremendously to understand the changes [rapidly] taking place within me.
In my meditations communing with my Higher Self as the months passed, I would speak
and asked my Higher Self to open up a new opportunity for me to enter into as my interest
working in this particular industry declined. I also needed a new challenge. Sure enough
that particular opportunity arose just two weeks ago and I am now employed in a totally
different industry, with a new challenge and the flexibility for my spiritual studies also
(which I asked for). Needless to say, since the incarnational connection has deepened even
further my interest in work [as a whole] has also declined. I do understand this is a
mainstay of the game, like paying rent, and is only temporary. I read in the Q&A section of
M5G that other readers are also experiencing this.

In addition to this, I moved house and feel much healthier. I have deliberately cut off most
of my family members. I can see how they attempt to pull you back into the game if you're
no longer a party to their victimhood, imposing their guilt and general polarity plays. I am
at the point now where I barely hear from any of them [“Changes In You” segment] - i.e. the
phone hardly ever rings! [laugh]

The concept of Emotional Fire is amazing! In my meditations I have been working with my
throat chakra and working to speak with spirit and without polarity interference. I've
noticed over the last few months that is exactly what is taking place and I am becoming
more and more forthright and upfront, which I find very empowering. In actually fact, you
also have mentioned this in particular segments, when I am direct and use my emotions to
work for me, how it actually shakes up other incarnations! As people have been conditioned
to accept that others should only use fluffy lightside emotions!

A month prior to receiving M5G I got married. Since my readings and studies of the
materials, my attraction towards women has declined profoundly. I now see marriage
exactly for what it is as too breeding [I have one son] and together with my wife we have
agreed that marrying each other was only done to please others. She is currently reading
M5G [first time] and is absorbing all the information, including that surrounding the
female dominance agenda. We had also decided that having one child was/is enough. That
breeding was merely a body id consequence. It's interesting that when I tell people we're
happy with one child and are not interested in breeding [for the empire] how they [the
surrogates as you term them] try and pull you back into the game using guilt and so forth.
The women I am married to, we talk openly with each other and have agreed that when the
time comes for us to part we will do so. Our marriage is becoming more and more plutonic.
Sex is becoming less frequent and frankly I am less and less interested. I prefer instead to
meditate and focus on astral travel. We have both openly talked about homosexual
attraction, to each other. For me, I am in holding. I note that if I am attracted to a male it
is more spiritual than body id [few and far between]. For the moment, I am enjoying being
where I am at.

The information on Dominant incarnations has helped me decipher some more notable
dreams I was experiencing. Originally my [3] Dominant incarnations were phased out
somewhat, but over time their appearances are becoming more and more clearer.

M5G is indeed THE wildcard. Thank you providing the keys. EndGame, bring it on!
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EndGame and simultaneous path graduation also for Earth Planetary Spirit 101
EndGame and the action/reaction of different incarnational perspectives 123
EndGame Comparison: The Lord of the Rings 169
EndGame Female Instability 151
EndGame Genetic Manipulation 112
EndGame, concepts of Equality and Polarity-Based Racism 049
EndGame, Earth and Higher Selves 033
EndGame: Sequential Involvement on Earth 129
Engagement on the Sequential path 070
Equality suspended on Earth to allow for maximum experience 049
Equality, concepts of, in the battle between genders – equality means equality 155
Equality, sequential, disguised as ‘freedom’ 085
Errors, sign of maturity to recognize and acknowledge 099
Events, recycling them over and over as part of The Game 306
Examining difficult life situations 048
Examples of progressive ‘fork-in-the-path’ decisions 049
Existence, body-controlled vs. Spirit-controlled, comparative discussion 277
Experience of all 12 signs of the Zodiac while incarnating in The Game 013
Experience of spirit overwhelming body-ID with ‘enough is enough’ 046
Experience of spiritual incarnation in an organic body, overview discussion 009
Experience of the true nature of the Spirit requires overpowering of physical 277
Experience pool, Higher Self, requirement for basic and mid-level incarnations 040
Experience whatever you feel pulled to during the EndGame, discussion 281
Experience, basic incarnational, as needed by the Higher Self, for development 040
Experience, cyclical loops, choices as related to your incarnational path 047
Experience, low and mid-level, involves many 3rd density Higher Self incarnations 039
Experience, nature of, stems from nature of choice, discussion of indicators 047
Experiential Fences, control devices to restrict growth and information 111
Experiential gradients and consciousness, 3rd density through 8th, chart 517
Experiential Loop, breaking the 171
Experiential Loop, the First 357
Experiential Loop, the First, Part II 011
Experiential Loops and Polarities 022
Experiential Loops and The Eyes, the appearance of inherent dullness 012
Experiential Loops mental mind sets, but also tied to emotional response 016
Experiential loops, as related to friends and their experiential loops 035
Experiential Loops, body sexuality and religion as major and minor loops 015
Experiential Loops, filtering effect of 021
Experiential loops, major and minor, discussion of 052
Experiential loops, nature of, for low or mid-level incarnations 048
Experiential loops, overcoming loops as a goal of the Higher Self 052
Experiential Loops, recognition of, and spiritual maturation 015
Experiential loops, sex-based, marriage as 056
Experiential Loops: Warmongering and Patriotism 015
Exploration and discovery in advanced levels prepare for the 3rd density Final 043
Exteriorized entities, recently deceased, location of 007
External blocks to incarnational progress 034
External deities, low-advanced level religions still give personal power away to 042
External symbols that define major levels of polarity activity 096
Extinction of species and body-ID mindsets 351
Extinction of species, the real reason and situation revolving around the 134
False Balance, predominant light side belief systems and 073
Falun Gong, the group in China, and The Game, discussion of 281
Families, work and genealogies as concern of mid-level incarnational perspectives 039
Fascism, the requirement for minion support necessary for it to exist 305
Fat and physical body size, a realistic appraisal 272
Fate, concept of predetermined outcome, discussion of 185
Fear and Manipulation, discussion of those factions attempting to stop EndGame 195
Fear and the social giveaway of personal power, incarnational aspects to 284
Fear and the use of specific words in language 271
Fear as ‘weapon of choice’ on the astral 187
Fear as the root of most problems 194
Fear attracts exactly what is feared into your life 198
Fear has as its major goal of getting people to give away their personal power 197
Fear is one element that all sequential incarnates have in common 078
Fear of Bisexuality 044
Fear of Death and Body Identification 183
Fear of death based on body identification and genetic ‘reaction’ with mortality 183
Fear of moving away from group-type activities and concerns 039
Fear of non-existent deities, progression out of, mid-level experience of 041
Fear, Control and Your Power 197
Fear, discussed relative to the term ‘caution’ 198
Fear, use of, by polarities trying to manipulate and control the population 278
Fear, use to manipulate the population, recent example of the DC sniper 283
Fear, when encountering something which stimulates body-DNA response 040
Feelings of Resentment and The Game 078
Female bodies, inability to create life using only 153
Female body and the advanced incarnation, recognition of manipulations in the 157
Female body experience, spiritual dissatisfaction with the limitations inherent in 268
Female body incarnation- a curse, or just an experience? 156
Female body incarnation, psychic left brain most active in 041
Female body incarnations, advanced incarnations, verification 269
Female body incarnations, predominance are mid-advanced levels, reason why 043
Female body, electrical and energy aspects of, as related to male bodies 269
Female dominance concept and reptilian influences on Earth, examples 100
Female gender dominance, more evidence of growing emphasis in the media 251
Female gender focus in Earther society a function of nature of Orion Empire 054
Female gender, purpose for, from a simultaneous point of view 054
Female incarnational psychic experience lets spirit re-familiarize himself 041
Female incarnations and Final 3rd density incarnations 155
Female incarnations used as instruments of the game 140
Female physical energy dependent on re-charge from male bodies 154
Female programming plays into the hands of the alien meddlers 153
Female superiority in Orion societies, discussion of Orion ‘princess’ Mode 310
Female use of crying to induce male submission, discussion of 156
Female victimhood, discussion of various modes predominant in the USA 255
Females blaming problems on males, external victimhood and 149
Feng Shui and Yin/Yang, discussion of 234
Fighting the things that you have learned, the result of 276
Final 3rd density incarnation, characteristics evolve from Dominant choices 041
Final 3rd density incarnation, interaction with dominant incarnations 063
Final 3rd density incarnation, the ‘omega’ of 3rd density experiences 041
Final 3rd Density Incarnations, expectations and reality 048
Final incarnation, Awakened, has no belief in any religion, but may have earlier 040
Final incarnation, end of, means the Final becomes the completed Higher Self 040,051
Finite number of Higher Selves choose incarnation on Earth in 3rd density 129
First Law of the Universe – like attracts like, discussion of 140
Focus levels, experiential description of 013-015
Forced Conformity as a method of suppression of individuality and expression 068
Fourth density, lower, description of sub-bands of activity within 007
Fourth density, mid, belief system areas, description of 008
Fourth density, near-Earth vibrational matrix, forthcoming changes in 008
Freedom of choice as part of learning experiences 045
Freedom of Religion in America, discussion of the myth and the reality 303
Freedom of Speech in America, discussion of the myth and the reality 302
Freedom of speech, suppression of, attempt to homogenize Earth population 069
Freedom on Earth and the Law of Allowance, discussion 199
Freedom, false, under polarity situations in The Game 020
Freedom, meaning of, as related to different US political factions 199
 Freedoms in the USA, the myth vs. reality 244
 Frequency, as generated by planetary bodies, related to Higher Self of planet 013
Friends and associations, narrowing your list as you spiritually evolve 062
Friendships, closest, are in same sex people, reason why 150
Friendships, darkside and lightside polarity issues in relation to 035
Full awareness in incarnation would nullify most experiences on 3rd density 144
Fun side, one's 337
Galactic EndGame 358
Galaxies and The Game 356
Galaxy Quest, portrayal of aliens shape-shifting into human form 133
Game Creator(s), Rules and Body Identification 094
Game Over: The Moment of Knowing 192
Game Pyramid Schemes, hierarchical structures and methodologies 109
Gay Marriage and The Game 075, 076
Gender circles, mixed, shorts and energy surges in 159
Gender experiences chosen by Higher Self for specific unique reasons 157
Gender problems, the fable of 'adam and eve', discussion of 157-158
Gender related social factors originating with male-female energy dynamics 268
Gender role reversals, discussion of 159
Gender split, more on the challenge of dealing with the result of the 150
Gender, choice of incarnational experienced based on, reflects spiritual maturity 041
Genders are a 3rd density experience only 158
Genders as artificial constructs to manipulate the androgynous Spirit 276
Genders leaving heterosexual relationships to be with same gender 179
Genders, experience in all genders as a learning for the Higher Self 269
Genders, reinforcing the limitations of, through social ceremonies 158
Gender-specific demands reflect body-ID orientation, violence against women 148
Genetics as a sequential preoccupation resulting from body identification 092
Genie Complex, the 134
German Concentration Camps, Israel and The Game 054
Ghosts, discussion of ghosts and areas of temporal distortion 191
Giving away personal power, low and mid-level incarnates 106
Global Conditioning, a historical overview of 088
God, America and The Game 121
God, concepts of deity and religion in the West 204
God, the concept of, in deity worship and religion on Earth, discussion 207
Gods: DNA Command and Creation of Them 201
Gold Energy Protection and the Religious Icons as Dark Energy Portals 066, 067
Gold light, more on the nature of gold light for protection and defense 228
Good and Evil as concepts, in terms of polarity and perspective 054
Government and suppression of alien existence essential to isolate Earthers 094
Group behavior patterns as related to minion incarnations of Earth spirit 023
Group mentality, discussion of, as related to Earther society 107
Group vs. Individual Progression 067

250
Groups, female body id 'rights'

Guides and 'guardian angels', the true reality behind the New Age fluff

Guides and the Higher Self

Guilt during initial curious sexual experimentation, discussion of

Guns, the need for, discussed in terms of portrayal in various sci-fi series

Habits are indication of unbroken experiential loops to be overcome

_Halloween Observations_

Harry Potter and the _Chamber of Secrets_, comments on the movie

Hate crime bills and freedom of speech, discussion of current trends in the USA

_Hate Crime concept as a Lightside polarity expression_

Hate, want The Game wants people to do

_Head Scarf Ban_

Heaven and Hell, as concept inventions of the polarities for control purposes

_Herd Mentality, Victimhood and Victimizer_

Heterosexual bodies DNA coding does not permit spirit to control advancements

Heterosexual lifestyle, a deeper look into the

Heterosexual orientation, definition of, in terms of DNA code suppression

Heterosexual sex acts to reinforce alien DNA commands

Heterosexuality, why the Orion plan is a perversion of Spirit

_Hierarchical structures of planetary control_

Higher densities, appearance in terms of size of beings on

Higher Densities, expression of individuality is inherently a part of activity on

Higher Self and What No One Else Can Do For You

Higher Self as a 'living intellect'

Higher Self as the depository for all incarnational experiences

Higher Self Choices – Earth and Non-Earth Incarnations

Higher Self decides the path of each incarnation in terms of desired experience

Higher Self Departure – Game Graduate

Higher Self desires to have incarnations progress and make better choices

_Higher Self EndGame Incarnational Humor_

Higher Self experience within both polarities necessary to appreciate Balance

Higher Self incarnational tests change in nature as one progresses

Higher Self incarnational tests on3rd density prepare you for higher densities

Higher Self incarnations, difference between sequential and simultaneous

Higher Self individuality

Higher Self intervention as portrayed in episode of _Farscape_

Higher Self intervention with external events that threaten an intended path

Higher Self intervention, an example shown on television

Higher Self potential, maximization of, after Final 3rd density incarnation dies

Higher Self preferred path, misfortunes that occur when incarnation strays from

_Higher Self Pre-Incarnational Assessments_

Higher Self presentation of alternative choices to an incarnation

_Higher Self requires experiences in both Dark and Light polarities_

Higher Self testing of incarnational progress and choices

Higher Self tests are a means for the Higher Self to determine what else you need

Higher Self tests of spiritual progression, embracing

Higher Self tests, detailed discussion on

Higher Self, an exercise for connecting with your

Higher Self, as your only completely trustworthy guardian

Higher Self, authors initial journey within the

_Higher Self, communication with incarnations, discussion of_
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Higher Self, definition of 024
Higher Self, description of incarnation Nexus within the 050
Higher Self, incarnational images within the 347
Higher Self, incarnational stream data, advanced discussion on 348
Higher Self, reliance on, characteristic of Very Advanced incarnational levels 043
Higher Self, vibration, discussion of 030
Higher Self: Game Graduation and the Return of Memories 073
Higher Selves and The Game: More Information 069
Higher Selves saw Orion DNA controls as opportunity for rapid growth 177
Higher Selves that decide not to play 3rd density Game, another variation 067
Higher Selves, can work together at incarnational levels on mutual goals 032
Higher Selves, Mimics and ‘Chit-Chats’ 092
Hitler and his preoccupation with genetic lines 092
Home Ownership in America, discussion of the reality behind 301
Homeopathy, methodologies work with the immune system 183
Homosexual orientation most connected to animating spirit 151
Homosexual orientation, definition of, in terms of DNA code suppression 152
How do you know if you made the right choice for you? 047
How does the Higher Self choose incarnational experiences? 037
Humans and eating 135
Humans as a food source for reptilian races 376,378
Icek, David, a review of his perspective of ‘interdimensional reptilians’ 098,099
Icek, David, lack of realization of susceptibility to own DNA commands 104
Identity, discussion and definition of 024
Imagination, limitations imposed by light side polarity 325
Immune system attacks as a facet of The Game 124
Incarnating Paths and Higher Self Individuality 061
Incarnation, definition of 024
Incarnation, low-level, as dealing with basic 3rd density experiences 039
Incarnation, low-level, detailed discussion of characteristics of 040
Incarnation, mid-level, experience of deterioration in religious belief systems 039
Incarnation experience and emotional control 036
Incarnation experience becomes a memory after physical death of body 184
Incarnation experience, Higher Self choice of, based on increasing parameters 041
Incarnational level refers to amount of each level in ANY incarnation at any time 039
Incarnational Levels - Being Satisfied Being You 059
Incarnational levels can alter during the progress of an incarnation 039
Incarnational levels can remain fixed during most low and mid-level experiences 039
Incarnational levels, defining 039
Incarnational levels, mixture of, within a specific incarnation, examples of, % 039,040
Incarnational Levels, more on 096
Incarnational Loops and The Game, from a galactic viewpoint 094
Incarnational Missions and The Higher Self 064
Incarnational transitions 041-042
Incarnations, Higher Self improvement through experience of 031
Individuality as the basis for the simultaneous incarnational Higher Self path 067
Individuality of each Higher Self remains even when all merge into One later 061
Insectoid Aliens 164
Intellectual knowledge vs. application of knowledge in life 079
Intolerance has body-identification as its source 070
Intolerance, Conformity and Earther Incarnations 070
Isolation, sense of, during progression, and attempts by others to drag you back 034

Journey To The Emerald City 156

Judgments, discussion of the concept as relates to action and social programming 272

Karma, concept involves a belief system but no actuality without belief 067

Karmic-style religions, discussion of, and alien origin of mindset 096

Keep Toilet Paper Handy! 145

Kennedy, John F., his famous quote reflects sequential thought patterns 127

Keywords and filters in warmongering experiential loops 021

Kneeling to another, origin of the custom 213

Korea, North, the dark government of 021

Lack of comprehension of concept of 3rd density Final Incarnation by mid-levels 043

Language in the USA, discussion of the controversies around 248

Last Moments of Life, as a personal event, discussion of 024

Laughing, finding humor during dark times 338

Law of Allowance, application during the EndGame 308

Laws of the Universe, discussion of Attraction, Intention, Allowance and Balance 562-568

Laws of the Universe, incorporation into life activity by Advanced levels 075

Leaders and Followers, in Mid-Advanced polarity groups 095

Lesbian energies, discussion of 154

Lesbian orientation, discussion of gender needs in 269

Lesbian/Gay positive media and court rulings indicate DNA command breakdown 164

Liar in Chief 180

Library on Focus 27 and Past Events, discussion of 354, 355

Library on Focus 27, extensive discussion of the 372

Library on Focus 27, graphic depiction of 373

Life as ‘sacred’, clinging to the concept as a feature of 3rd density light polarity 352

Life extension mindset, sequential origin of the 117

Life is Sacred concept as a fixed DNA structural loop to be overcome by spirit 029

Lifetimes, incarnational, as related to variety of experience 116

Light and Dark polarities, how they feed each other 096

Light polarity and the subject of 2012 328

Light polarity attempts to alter The Game, examples of 326

Light polarity delusion and the Law of Allowance, discussion of 327

Light polarity fears based on death and dying, discussion of 279

Light polarity myths about what higher densities are like, discussion of 352

Light polarity tendency to want to ‘preserve all life as sacred’, discussion of 279

Light side activities that feed energy to the Dark polarity 073

Light side polarity feeding Dark side polarity, discussion of process 076

Light Trap, ‘Re-entry device’, polarity control influences at Monroe Institute 024

Light trap, alien, as related to human death experiences 374

Light Trap, as described in Matrix II 024

Light tunnel trap and alien hijacking of human experiences 147

Lightside and Minion hand-wringing over the extinction of planetary species 134

Lightside belief in ability to ‘change’ the Darkside 055, 056

Lightside groups calling for a rising up against The Game, feeding the Darkside 290

Lightside groups, leaders and tactics 107

Lightside myths about the alien quarantine of Earth 111

Lightside phrase, “I’m doing this for your sake/benefit” and similar declarations 061

Lightsider deceptions, agenda and accompanying mythologies 240

Loneliness is a direct indicator of advancement in incarnational level 045

Loneliness, appearance of, during progression, as a test of your resolve 034
Loneliness, commonality of, as related to withdrawal from Game playing 035
Looking for ‘Loopholes’ in the Game because of dissatisfaction with circumstance 106
Loops, Body Identification, “Youth” and superficial ‘Beauty’ 031
Loops: required to be experienced before they can be overcome and broken 022
Loosh, discussion of this term in Far Journeys 136
Love and Light, concepts of Mid-Advanced lightside polarity groups 095
Low and mid-level incarnations, variance in Higher Self experience in 144
Low or mid-level incarnations, nature of experiential loops for 048
Low-Advanced level, interest in psychic info but not personal development side 042
Low-level incarnations, choices by the Higher Self of, and random experiences 182
Low-level incarnations, predisposition to worship aliens and their technology 104
Low-level, mid-level and advanced incarnations are all You at different stages 041
Mad Mad House 177
Major decisions of life, obstacles caused by faulty decisions, discussion of 047
Major religions attempting to create a planetary belief system 069
Male bodies as the giver of Life 153
Male incarnational bodies, choice by Higher Self of bodies for advanced states 041
Males fighting over females, discussion of 156
Manipulation of public mindsets through Problem-Solution-Reaction activities 294
Marriage as a sex-based experiential loop 056
Marriage, living with someone you are incompatible with, discussion 194
Marriage, practice of, as related to control issues 176
Marriage, strains during, indicative of mid-level transition toward advanced level 039
Marriage, the experiential loop of, progression out of 049
Masochism and Sadism, as polarities, discussion of 254
Mass death events, discussion of, in terms of astral events that follow 187
Masturbation, discussion of 175
Matrix III Volume Two 113
Matrix V and EndGame, discussion of the relationship between 027
Matrix V Gold Edition, and Astral Events which paralleled its release 005
Matrix V material, reader comments on 523-544
Matrix V materials, problems in dealing with, when not prepared 075,077
Matrix V, Guide or ‘bible’? 353
Matrix V, how to maximize the experience of reading the book 016
Matrix V, possible for project to exist because of loophole in The Game 161
Matrix V, requirement to read the book as who you really are, not as the body 156
Matrix V, to whom this material is directed 023
Matrix, the movie – the Game is NOT represented by the film 123
Matters of Balance, observations on 072
Media circus around event of 9-11, discussion of 293
Media manipulation scams involving race and body identification mindsets 284
Medical system and drug dependence, EndGame manipulation and the 112,113
Medical systems and the health of the body, social programming 186
Memories intact with sequential incarnates on Earth, an advantage for them 019
Memory and simultaneous incarnational experience 074
Men who want to open their heart chakra, discussion of 224
Men, the process of taking back power given away to social tradition and custom 263
Men’s awareness, discussion of the social concept of 260
Mental preoccupation with the external, rather than the internal 077
Merkaba, sequential incarnates and the 112
Michael Moore, discussion of views put forth in Stupid White Men 215
Mid-Advanced incarnates, looking for shortcuts to learning 095,107
Mid-Advanced Level: Thorns with the Flowers – David Icke’s materials 104
Mid-Advanced Levels of Progression, greatest conflicts of body and spirit in 026
Mid-Advanced levels, predominance of female body incarnations are in 043
Mid-Advanced Levels: The False ‘Summit’ 095
Middle East conflict understood in terms of alien faction background 083
Mid-level incarnational perspective involves identification with physical body 039
Mid-level incarnational perspective, result of need for more complex experiences 039
Mid-level incarnations thrive on restrictions and traditions 041
Mid-level perspective transition into advanced involves psychic exploration 039
Mid-level perspective, movement forward and backward within 040
Military and police as the enforcement arms of Darkside paranoia 103
Minion behavioral characteristics, some parallel activity in animal world 130
Minion incarnation, the mark of, the ‘paw print’ sticker 132
Minion incarnational presence on Earth as a facet of EndGame 050
Minion incarnations and embedded memory of nature of animal group spirit 131
Minion incarnations as being absolutely necessary for fascism to exist 305
Minion incarnations retain Nature Spirit wave progression mentality 053
Minion incarnations will defend the existence of the current system to the last 129
Minion incarnations, incarnation of animal spirit into excess human bodies 128
Minion incarnations, the perversion of, from planetary spirit perspective 135
Minion population expansion causing deteriorations on a planetary scale 174
Minion talk, speech patterns, group behavior patterns 023
Minions and Earth Changes 335
Minions, Aliens and The Game 122
Minions, manipulation of, by The Game, susceptibility to external stimulus 017
Minions, sexual orientation predominantly bisexual 160
Minions, stirring up the, as EndGame progresses 132
Misfortune, apparent, as part of the learning and experiencing process 032
Mistakes, concept of, and the learning process 093
Money, US currency, discussion of the ‘in god we trust’ motto 290
Monogamy, the inside story on this deceptive control mechanism 264
Monogamy, a reptilian command 212
Monroe Institute, examples of sequential concepts and control influence at 024
Monroe Institute, out of body research and polarity influences 545
Monroe’s meeting with some of his own incarnational threads on the 4th 011
Monroe’s recommendations for the advanced incarnational perspective 011
Montauk Project, darkside project and its time loop, discussion of 120
Moses and Egypt, christian tales which illustrate reptilian infighting 242
Motherlands and Fatherlands, expressions involving alien influence 083
Movement from awareness of 3rd density to awareness of other densities 013
Multi-Density Experiential Pathways, Players and Earth Incarnation – Charts 370
Multiple personalities – a new perspective 071
Mutation of sexual activity into non-spiritual methods, S&M, B&D, etc. 176
National Security concept as an excuse to deny information to extend agenda 094
Nationalism, the current trend in the USA toward dictatorial mode 305
Native American tribes, views on homosexuals in their society 264
Nature Spirit Assistance to Earth Spirit Evolution 034
Nature Spirit incarnations, more on 133
Nature Spirit Realm, more information on the 136
Nature spirit realms, one of the purposes of the 013
Near death experiences, unique nature of 024
Need for opposite gender indicative of an unbroken experiential loop 049
New Age Guilt, Lightside polarity concept 025
New Age phrase 'in my last incarnation', analysis and discussion of 058
New Age religions as a cage for the spirit after experience with one-god religions 147
New Age religions, discussion of the problems inherent in 220
Nexus of Time and Emotional Fire 028
Nexus of Time, in Higher Selves on the sequential path, discussion of 111
Nexus of Time, point within Higher Self for incoming 3rd density experience 050
Non-Game player Higher Selves are less advanced than those who play The Game 065
Oaths and pledges, as an act giving away personal power 208
Observation: Iraqi Farce - Dark Forces on the Move 149
Observations and American Doubletalk 116,117
Observer mode in terms of spiritual progression, discussion of 336
Observer, being the, during times of chaos, necessity for 280
Ones path, critical junctures and forks, as experience for you to make choices 027
One-world thought patterns, promotion of sequential thought patterns and 126
Origin of deity worship on Earth 201
Orion DNA Sexual Component, breakdown of the 164
Orion Empire positioning as a possible planetary Wild Card 018
Orion Empire, recent change of leadership leading to more tyrannical modes 333
Orion factional influence on Earth, discussion of 083
Orion Queen, mocked in Disney's Alice in Wonderland 088
Orion reptilian symbolism as portrayed in the series Farscape 290
Orion Sex Patterns: Alice in Wonderland 087
Orthodox research on consciousness and experience levels, cultural perspectives 012
Osama Bin Laden, discussion of the 'war on terror' mindset 289
Out of body experience, prevalence in society 003
Pagan and New Age Deities and their worship 222
Parallel universes, as related to concept of densities and dimensions 029
Participation in activities, decisions involving 075
Passion, emotional, control of 036
Past lives, concept as an alien label meant to misdirect simultaneous incarnates 096
Patriotism and The Game 122
Patriotism concept as a Darkside polarity expression 014
Patriotism, mindset requires people to become polarity dupes 305
Pedestals, the concept and the social predisposition to put others on top of 264
People who look for external sources for contacting their Higher Self, discussion 057
Personal laziness and the quest for spiritual knowledge 106
Personal power, mid-level perspectives constantly give it away to others 039
Personal power, reclaiming, as result of realization of the nature of The Game 040
Personal Teachers and ones personal development 030
Personalities, incarnational, never lost in memory, but are gradually outgrown 041
PETA, as organization composed of minions and lightsiders 130
Phrase, 'Do you think you're better than me?', sequential mindsets and origin 052
Phrases, "He/she died too young", "It didn't have to happen", re: body death 057
Physical Death - The Unchangeable Event 057
Physical sexuality as spiritual expression on the physical 379
Playing the role of 'Higher Self' in certain computer role-playing games 084
Pleiadians, homophobic nature of, discussion 161
Pleiadians, Metier contacts, homophobic nature of 087
Pleiadians, where they fit into the scheme of things 380
Polarities and EndGame, scenarios require both polarities to be very active 278
Polarities are in imbalance as part of the nature of The Game 015
Polarities in the Media, each polarity paranoid against discovery 036
Polarities on the move, discussion of deceptions inherent in polarity moves 253
Polarities, both, needed so that The Game experience can function as designed 016
Polarities, dependence on low-level incarnations and their allegiance 040
Polarities, root fears of, blending 015
Polarities, strengthening of, during ‘drum-beating’ continuing during EndGame 254
Polarities, your factions are no longer significant to advanced perspectives 350
Polarity activities on the astral, discussion of 187
Polarity and Racism – A Closer Look 051
Polarity confrontation during EndGame period, typified 017
Polarity Control, the challenge of undoing excess 177
Polarity manipulation of Earth to be a sequential path planet 050
Polarity manipulation of The Game, general discussion of 020
Polarity of emotions, as related to emotional control 038
Polarity thrives on control of others and denial of developmental experiences 102
Polarity, Dark, embracing aspects of, relative to Balance, discussion of 324
Polarity-based social organizations as arms of the sequential controllers 178
Police state mindset as increasing in society, examples 274
Political correctness, a concept involved with suppression of individuality 351
Political deceptions and lies based on polarity orientations 061,062
Post Game Period – Review, Compare and Share 358
Post-Game Earth, discussion of 094
Posturing, a prime function of the physical due to alien DNA tampering 169
Posturing, the attempt at trying to lure the opposite gender, short history of 169
Predatory Females 163
Predetermination, religious belief in, discussion of 185
Pre-Game Memory Block and Ritual Controls 074
Pride Issues & The Game 157
Priesthoods, as part of sequential control hierarchies 109
Problem – Reaction – Solution agenda during EndGame period 039
Progression of incarnations, body-ruled to spirit ruled dynamics 040
Propaganda from polarities, discussion of 325
Prophecy Cautions 127
Protests, historical reality shows success only where The Game will benefit 020
Psychotic Governments, Sequential and EndGame 081
Questions and The Game 055
Questions to The Author 108
Race and victimhood, discussion of predominant example in the USA 256
Race, categorizing people by, inherent flaws in practice 051
Racial variety in bodies as one of the hallmarks of Earther Higher Self experience 215
Racism, darkside polarity, characteristics 052
Racism, lightside polarity, characteristics 051
Racism, polarity sides and 050,051
Raelian’s and their declaration of open cloning project, discussion of 102
Random chance situations, growth potential in 026
Real Wonders: Beyond 3rd density Earth 361
Recommended reading on Out of Body experience 576
Recommended resources and useful developments 599
Regression from advanced level back to mid-level because of event connected fear 040
Reincarnation, as an alien label meant to misdirect simultaneous incarnations 096
Religion and polarity fixations 059, 060
Religion and Rituals 075
Religion and victimhood, discussion of various predominant groups 255
Religion as an experiential loop experienced by 3rd density incarnations 052
Religion as another alien control device to inhibit spiritual growth 054
Religion as control devices which promote external search for 'salvation' 209
Religion, another look at the winter holidays 204
Religion, as the opiate of low-level incarnations due to fear of external forces 040
Religion, organized, as a prime hate-generator on Earth 219
Religion, participation in, characteristic of mid-level incarnational perspectives 039
Religion, perspectives on, as related to stages in Awakening process 062
Religion, realization of the true nature of, in Mid-Advanced Levels 026
Religion, return to in later age, by mid-levels, as unbroken experiential loop 041
Religion, sequentialization conflicts arising during EndGame 123
Religion, the holidays of 'good friday' and 'easter' 257, 258
Religion, views on, movement from 'fear based' to 'tradition-oriented' 039
Religions, karmic-style, discussion of, as related to alien origins 096
Religions, low-advanced level, predictive methods and psychic development in 042
Religions, represent a 'rock in the road' in an incarnational path 033
Religious belief system areas on Focus 25 188
Religious rituals, discussion of types of rituals and their effect 210
Religious worship and the feeding of astral entities 202
Removal of hats, a ritual with Orion origins, discussion 216
Reproduction of that which is experienced by the Higher Self from memory 144
Reptilian acclimation processes, and Harry Potter films 101
Reptilian commands, weddings and birthing events, discussion 212
Reptilians Against Gay Marriages 159
Reptilians, Orion Empire, totally bisexual physical orientation 087
Ressurrection of the Body, discussion of the popular sequential myth of 085
Restlessness, feeling of, as experienced by a Final during process of Awakening 040
Rewarding the body with small things allows less hindrance to developing spirit 142
RH Factor and alien genetic factors 086
Rituals as means for control and reminding a person of their 'place' 209
Rituals, reptilian fanaticism about 074
Road rage 142
Rocky road vs. smooth road during incarnational paths 033
Role reversals, gender, discussion of 159
Rote Translation 072
Routines, resistance to change in, indicative of mid-level perspective 039
Rule of Law: Polarities’ conceptual Offspring 102, 103
Same gender affection, reaction from body DNA commands 146
Same gender sex, desire highest among married men with children 160
Science Fiction Universes 144
Scooby-Doo, lower astral being activities shown in film 023
Searching for 'the higher power' 199
Self-deception inherent in warmongering and patriotism concept loops 016
Self-Reliance, Self-Development and Matrix V Gold Edition 041
Selling one's soul, popular conception, discussion of 029
Sensory experience of 3rd density stored forever within the Higher Self 144
Sequential Agendas: Concentration Camps and the European Union 138
Sequential and polarity agents pass themselves off as 'ascended' with followers 107
Sequential and Simultaneous paths, comparative time spent in each 088
Sequential Compliance and Nature Spirit Wave Path Incarnations 052
Sequential concept influence embedded at Monroe Institute 024, 025
Sequential Deception: "Equality" and EndGame 085
Sequential Higher Selves, have not overcome gear of independent operation 012
Sequential incarnates and the Merkaba 112
Sequential incarnates on Earth, general discussion of 019
Sequential incarnational path, graphic depicting 110
Sequential Infiltration 132
Sequential influence and The Game 082
Sequential influenced planets in galaxy, discussion of 049
Sequential influences, technology and The Game 107
Sequential Involvement on Earth During EndGame 129
Sequential Laws 174
Sequential mode Higher Self path, movement to Simultaneous path, Re: aliens 070, 071
Sequential path body id females, victimization as a favorite control device 046
Sequential path Higher Selves changing to Simultaneous path, progression 033
Sequential path, the Game is started on the 011
Sequential Plan: Equality and EndGame, domestic partnerships and more 105
Sequential preoccupation with genetics and other body-related concerns 092
Sequential quest for a technological solution to spiritual development 072
Sequential technology dependence and spiritual laziness 105
Sequential vs. Simultaneous incarnational dynamics, comparison of 079
Sequentialization of Earth During EndGame 121
Sequentialization, Conformity and Graduation 124
Sequentially incarnating Higher Selves 109
Sequential: Always Looking for a Non-Existent Shortcut 071
Sex and The Spirit 173
Sex with spiritual bonding, concept and practice of 176
Sex, love and control issues in the battle between body control and spirit control 145
Sexual abuse in the catholic church, exposure reveals waning usefulness of church 206
Sexual orientations, progressive, learned quickly on simultaneous path 161
Sexual prisoners, the situation that often arises in relationships 217
Sexuality as an important key in unlocking who you are 163
Sexuality, Control and Spirit – A Deeper Look 174
Shamanism, New Age, and the concept of 'power animals', discussion of 223
Shetl (Greys) and abduction of humans 091
Shim, definition of 023
Shock & Awe = Shekinah 146
Short-circuiting of suppressive DNA codes seen in homosexual orientation 151
Shorting Out by DNA Command 172
Signs, the Mel Gibson movie, discussion of the alien concepts in the film 332
Silent Warnings 152
Silver cord, Higher Self attachment to the physical body, discussion of the 029
Simultaneous and sequential incarnations, the role-playing analogy 080
Simultaneous completion of all Higher Self incarnations, process, description 042
Simultaneous Earther incarnations of a Higher Self occur in all time periods 079
Simultaneous incarnate varieties of experience on Earth, discussion of 078
Simultaneous Incarnation Higher Selves and EndGame 280
Simultaneous incarnation overlaps and ghosts 191
Simultaneous incarnational joys 050
Simultaneous mode Higher Self incarnations being pushed from The Game 019
Simultaneous Path Planet, Earth as one in a long line of, on galactic level 033
Sin and accompanying guilt trips, concept and discussion on 080
Sin, concept of, can be thought of as another word for independent experience 043
Sirian and Orion takeover of low-tech planets 376
Sirian factional influence on Earth, discussion of 083
Sirius, the Dog Star – Sirian influence on The Game 082
Situations that keep coming back into your life, reason for 171
Slavery and Victimization, as difficult aspects of The Game, discussion of 285
Slavery, existence of, as part of the 3rd Density Game experience 086
Sneezing ritual, the 'god bless you' phenomena 211
Snobbery, the use of, when you start to spiral out 277
Socialism and welfare concepts as sequential social control devices 106
Special children, lightside polarity concept and sequential incarnation reality 019
Spirit control over the body, discussion of 143
Spirit re-familiarization of shimself with real identity, female incarnations and 041
Spiritual growth possibilities optimum in gay or lesbian body 154
Spiritual healing, deceptions inherent in the New Age mindsets 229
Spiritual maturity as it relates to ability to explore densities 030
Spiritual strength comes from a spirit tempered by the consequence of decision 045
Spirituality, emergence of, as realization about nature of 'religion' occurs 040
Spirituality, Shallow Waters of, observations on polarity activities 077,078
Spiritually immature, recognizing the 108
St. German, discussion of concept as part of the reptilian programming 240
Stagnation is the result of application of conformity on a society 070
Star Trek genre and the quarantine of Earth 125
Star Trek Nemesis, discussion as related to production of clones 092
Starting a new incarnational level of activity begins with a review of previous 097
State and church, separation of, political reality, discussion 207
Statue of the Dragon at the UN 143
Stupid White Men, author Michael Moore and his book 069
Subjugation of male gender by female gender, discussion of the Orion agenda for 268
Suffering as a lightsider belief system 048
Suicide as another kind of experience 182
Suppression of Individuality in society, discussion on 345
Suppression of male gender, relationship to return of Orion Empire 153
Suppression of thought and freedoms by the US government, discussion of 293
Surrogates, use of, by Dark and Light polarities, to intimidate simultaneous 132
Swan Lake, Arthur Fiedler's 1963 recording of 038
Synchronicity as part of the dynamic of evolution 559
T-1 takyon capsule, discussion of, in the face of EMR and media onslaught 036
Taken, the television series, comments on 087-091
Talk Radio: The Oppression of Men by Women 160
Tasks defined as gender-specific are a 'thumb' on your crown chakra 158
Team concepts and group approval – sequential diversions to stop development 107
Technological Assault on Head Chakras and the Silver Lining 082
Technologies, use of, as related to densities and dimensions 029
Television, Electronic Attacks, Trust and EndGame 036
Terror Alert Levels, the use of, to manipulate and induce fear 309
Terrorism and global politics 089
Terrorism and The Game 287
Testosterone, as a subject of social discussion and media pursuit 261,262
Tests and the Higher Self, detailed discussion on 045
The 'one life to live' mindset, discussion of 170
The First Experiential Loop – Part II 011
The Game and Galaxies 356
The Game and One-Godders 206
The Game and Participation in It 075
The Game and Political 'Correctness' 014
The Game and Terrorism 287
The Game and The Players 078,079
The Game and The Players, analogies and considerations 359
The Game and Zodiacal Vibrations 013
The Game on Earth, the Ultimate Goal of 126
The Game Players – A Review 368
The Game, definition of 026
The Game, examples of behavior that embodies various Game principles 276
The Game, information on the basic rules of 074
The Game, intellectually knowing about it, but still playing it, discussion of 276
The Game, latter incarnational stages of the 3rd density game 349
The Game, origin of the expression 375
The Game, Universal Laws a major suppressed undercurrent in 161
The Game, using the concept of 'freedom' to create conflict 199
The Gods Must Be Crazy, the film 001
The Great Dictator, 1940 movie and a current symbol for The Game 306
The Law of Attraction 168
The need to do different things for variety in life, discussion of 072
The Passion & Iraq Comments 179
The Real 'God' and 'Satan' 059
The Time Machine, commentary on the movie as related to the concept of time 278
The 'Year From Hell' Update 150
Third Density addicts, Orion/Reptilians are currently 074
Third Density Endgame 276
Third Density EndGame will continue on for a while after our departure 023
Third density experience outside The Game on Earth by those on sequential path 065
Third density game scenarios, when the young Higher Self encounters 011
Third density incarnational experience is a training ground for higher densities 161
Third Density, the need for technology as existing only on the 029
Three Advanced Level Projects on Earth During EndGame 101
Three-Five-Zero-Zero 147
Time period, current, aspects that relate to why all of this is happening now 281
Time scenario, false linear, fed by sequential-based concepts at Monroe 025
Time Travel and The Game 119
Time, American Freedoms and Incarnational Visitations 321
Time, as portrayed, does not exist; and the illusion called 'time' is not linear 024
Touch therapies and minor melding 231,233
Tradition, concept of, as related to mid-level perspectives in American South 041
Traditions, continuation of, commentary on 214
Trance Formation of America 133
Transitional levels during incarnation can produce rapid movement 097
Trophies, the social concept as used for manipulative control purposes 267
Trust in your Higher Self as a vital point 037
Trust, your Higher Self is the only being you can totally trust 033
Unconditional love, the myth of 015,016
Unexpected events as Higher Self tests of incarnational progress 044
United States of Deception: 'Freedom Tower' 168
United States, analysis of astrological profile of 198
United States, divisions in the social setting that depend on fear 220
US Supreme Court & Gay Ruling 155
Use of Technology as related to Spiritual Advancement 082
V and V-The Final Battle, television series depicting reptilian incursion 298
Value judgments on other Higher Self experiences wraps one in polarity 097
Verification processes in progression for advanced female incarnations 269
Very Advanced incarnations combine female creative and male physical aspects 043
Very Advanced stages and the acquisition of psychic experience and talent 043
Vichy Iraq: History Continues to Repeat Itself 171
Victim mode, 'I know, but ...' 040
Victimhood and Body Identification, comment on the urge to cling to, in media 284
Victimhood and Slavery, as difficult aspects of The Game, discussion of 285
Victimhood and victimization as a control device 046
Victimhood persecutors, examples of 047
Victimhood phrase, "I had no choice", comparison with self responsibility 062
Victimhood Statements, Attitudes and Actions 064,065
Victimhood, a sub-polarity within the Dark and Light polarities 251,255
Victimhood, represents a 'rock in the road' in an incarnational path 033
Victimizer Tactics: Label Usage on Countries and in The Game 065,066
Victim-victimizer, alterations between, in The Game 256
Violence against males, media encouragement of social acceptance of 315
Violence by women, as increasingly depicted in media and environment 273
Violence, discussion of the concept and the use of 273
Voting and The Game 275
Vulcans, as seen in Star Trek, and the issue of 'emotional control' 036,037
Wake up calls, means by which the Higher Self lets you see if you are as you claim 044
Walking the talk, advancement reflects the ability to live what you know is true 040
Warmongering and Patriotic Loops, Experiences and Balance 016
Warmongering and Patriotism 015
Warmongering loop, the 012
Wars, conflicts, and experience 040
Watching and Observing, difference between 336
Weddings as a ritual continuing reptilian control over people 212
Wellstone, Senator Paul, discussion of his death 318
What higher densities are NOT 352
What kind of approach to EndGame events should I have? 280
What must be overcome to depart the game, examples of 054
What will happen when we leave and sequential path HS want simultaneous? 033
What will happen with various incarnational modes when 2012 period arrives 079
What's a Higher Self incarnate to do in the current planetary situation? 249
When all your 3rd density incarnations are over, drawing in all the threads 028
When Earth's Vibrations Get Too Heavy 072
When people die and are heading toward the light, does this mean alien agenda? 374
Where the idea of 'we are all the same' comes from 080
White Light, effect of the New Age concept of surrounding yourself with it 225,226
White light, use of, as the polaric 'badge' of the Light Side 187
Who Gets Shot At? 148
Who Matrix V Gold Edition Volume Two is intended for 002
Whoopie Goldberg as an example of someone who overcame genetic obstacles 093
Why aliens fear advanced incarnational perspectives on Earth 125
Why can women have exclusive meeting places, but violate male groups? 268
Why do males try and attach themselves to a group of females? 268
Why do most people fear being who they are? (as related to Body-ID loops) 032
Why do people remain in bad situations? 194
Why do so many people refuse to accept the consequences of their actions? 265
Why do women always invade areas where men get together? 268
Why do you dislike other races? 056
Why do you do what everyone else does? 056
Why do you feel you have to get married again? 055,056
Why do you feel you have to have children? 055
Why do you have to get married, have to be involved with the opposite gender? 055
Why do you stay with another person if you are miserable? 056
Why is it that women aren't generally happy about being women? 268
Why it takes hundreds of incarnations to proceed from 100% low to Final 039
Why most woman think they have to get married 212
Why Simultaneous incarnational paths are more advanced then sequential 080
Why some gay men are always looking for love 170
Why the American Government Cries 'wolf', polarity-based theatres, implications 288,309
Why the Earth is a planet of drugs with the USA as the headquarters 118
Why the Star Trek scenario will not happen here on Earth 124
Why There is No Matrix V Internet Discussion Group 076,077
Wicca and paganism, as most prominent advanced solitary religious experience 042
Wild Card, definition of, as an event of global impact 026
Wild Cards, discussion of potential events and dynamics 279
Wild Cards, Events, and Participation, discussion of 279
Wild Cards, potential global events that may impact EndGame play 334
Withdrawal from The Game as related to withdrawal of polarity participation 035
Wis, the, discussion of metaphors found in the 1978 movie 344
Wizard of Oz, discussion of metaphors found in the 1939 movie 342
Woman's awareness, discussion of the social concept of 258
Women, exploitation of, and the myth of female beauty 090
Words and socially programmed fears connected with them, discussion of 271
Words, concept of 'good' and 'bad' words 176
Words, duplicitous use of, by US media, discussion of 304
World War as a planetary Wild Card, discussion of 294,295
Year From Hell: Gateway 2003 and More 167
Yin-Yang concepts of 'balance' fall short of spiritual connections 072
You are where you are for a reason 043
You cannot 'die' before your 'time' 182
You just dropped dead. Now what? 184
Zigzag, Body ID and The Game 283
Zodiacal vibrational patterns do not exist separately but together on the 4th 013
Zodiacal Vibrations and The Game 013